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Abstract
We consider analytically and numerically the emission of coherent transition radiation by few-femtosecond and attosecond electron pulses. With optimized geometries based on tilted surfaces we avoid the influences of the beam diameter and velocity mismatch for sub-relativistic pulses. We predict the emission of visible and ultraviolet optical radiation that characterizes few-femtosecond or attosecond electron pulses in time. The total amount of radiation depends on the source’ repetition rate and number of electrons per macro/microbunch and is in many cases sufficient for pulse length characterization in the emerging experiments.

1. Introduction

Ultrashort electron pulses with picosecond, femtosecond or attosecond duration are central to a wide variety of scientific and technological applications. For example, they allow via pump-probe electron microscopy [1–4] and diffraction [5–10] the tracking of atomic and electronic motion in space and time, they produce coherent x-ray pulses in free-electron lasers [11], they are central to laser-driven particle acceleration [12] or they serve as probes of quantum dynamics of the electron [13]. Reaching peak performance in these studies often requires shortest possible pulse durations [14]. Femtosecond electron pulses can be produced by laser-driven photocathodes [15–17] or needle tips [18, 19]. Few-femtosecond duration is achievable by radio-frequency compression [20–23] or all-optical terahertz techniques [24]. At relativistic energies, few-femtosecond and attosecond durations have been achieved by inverse free-electron laser processes [25] and laser-wakefield accelerators [26–29]. Sub-relativistic electron pulses of attosecond durations can be made by ponderomotive forces in standing laser waves [30, 31] or by time-varying electric fields [32–34]; see figure 1 for an overview. Such sub-relativistic attosecond electron pulses, which have a de Broglie wavelength that is well suited for atomic-scale imaging [14], will advance ultrafast diffraction and microscopy to the time range of atomic-scale electron dynamics [35–38] and may allow push forward other applications, including quantum state reconstruction [33], into novel resolution regimes. Recently, attosecond electron diffraction and microscopy could indeed be demonstrated in an experiment [34].

A prerequisite for applying few-femtosecond or attosecond electron pulses to studies of light–matter interaction is a proper characterization of temporal shape and duration. A widespread method in electron-pulse metrology is a spectrally resolved measurement of coherent transition radiation (CTR) [39–49], i.e. recording and analyzing the electromagnetic fields that are emitted by a multi-electron bunch that hits an interface between media of different refractive index [40, 50]. In principle, shorter electron pulses produce higher frequencies and the shortest optical wavelength that is recorded indicates the pulse duration. However, in practical experiments, the emitted spectrum is often substantially restricted in the short-wavelength region by the influence of the lateral size of the electron beam at the interface [51], which causes destructive optical interference. This high-frequency cutoff restricts the applicability of CTR pulse-length characterizations to electron beams with very small lateral dimensions [48] or beams at highly relativistic energies [25–29]. Unfortunately, the ultrashort electron pulses in ultrafast atomic-scale diffraction need sub-relativistic energies.
In order to provide a suitable de Broglie wavelength for atomic diffraction, the beam diameter is typically at least tens-of-μm. Characterization of few-femtosecond electron pulses has therefore only been possible with laser-based methods, for example by a terahertz oscilloscope, via ponderomotive scattering or laser streaking. In this report we analytically and numerically investigate to what extent CTR may be useful for characterizing non-relativistic electron pulses of few-femtosecond and eventually attosecond duration. First we report a tilted-surface or conical emission geometry that solves velocity-matching problems and avoids any high-frequency cutoff. Second, we predict for realistic materials (Ag or Si) the emission of visible and even ultraviolet transition radiation that directly reveals few-femtosecond or attosecond pulse durations. Third, we numerically estimate the overall useful photon flux that can be expected for several realistic electron sources and estimate the required averaging time in an experiment. We conclude with an outlook on the value of transition radiation in case that few-attosecond or even shorter electron pulses would eventually be generated, where characterization with lasers seems unrealistic.

2. Methods

Figure 2 illustrates the basic problem and our solution. Suppose that an electron beam (blue) hits a foil or surface (black) at normal incidence (see figure 2(a)). A short pulse of finite beam diameter impinges everywhere at the same time and each part (each single electron) emits coherently with a single-cycle behavior in time and therefore with a broadband spectrum. However, at an off-axis detector (gray box), which is required because transition radiation is not emitted in backwards direction, the individual single-electron emissions interfere in part destructively as a consequence of the finite beam diameter. In a simplified picture, the highest frequency

Figure 1. Some concepts for generating attosecond electron pulses. (a) A two-color light field generates a traveling intensity grating that causes ponderomotive compression to attosecond duration. (b) A laser pulse that is incident on a metal foil is reflected and electrons experience a cycle-dependent acceleration or deceleration by the laser’s electric fields, producing attosecond pulses. (c) Similarly, a well-focused electron beam passing close to a laser-excited nanostructure can also experience time-dependent forces and temporal compression. (d) Inverse free-electron laser process or laser-wakefield accelerators can also produce few-femtosecond or attosecond electron pulses.

Figure 2. Concept of using coherent transition radiation (CTR) for detection of ultrashort electron bunches. (a) For normal incidence, the maximal frequency of emission is determined by the lateral size of an ultrashort bunch and not by its duration. Inset, coordinate system. (b) For a properly tilted surface, velocity matching provides in-plane constructive interference for all frequencies emitted to a certain angle independently of the lateral size of the bunch (x′). (c) A conically-shaped surface in a cylindrical geometry completely eliminates the beam’s transverse-size influences (x′ and y) on the CTR spectrum.
that the detector can see depends on the projected bunch size into detection direction. Therefore a convolution of the time-domain pulse duration with the lateral-domain beam size is measured, and not the pulse duration alone as intended.

In contrast, if the surface is tilted by a properly chosen angle $\alpha$ (see figure 2(b)), the incident ultrashort pulse (blue ellipse) impinges with an effective velocity along the surface. Therefore all individual dipole emissions (single-cycle in time and broadband) obtain a linear delay and can arrive coherently at a given detector angle with constructive interference and in temporal synchrony (see dashed line in figure 2(b)). The highest detected frequency is now independent of the beam diameter and solely depends on the electron pulse duration in propagation direction. Visible and ultraviolet radiation can therefore be expected for attosecond electron pulses.

The proper tilt angle $\alpha$ depends on the electron velocity and can be derived via the Huygens principle by the construction in figure 2(b). Constructive interference occurs at a detector angle $\theta$ if

$$\nu \sin \theta = c \sin \alpha,$$

where $\nu$ is the electron velocity and $c$ is the speed of light. This velocity matching condition is frequency-independent. The remaining influence of a finite beam size is that it creates a collimated beam of high-frequency emission and therefore restricts the angular acceptance, i.e. the detector size, for which the above mentioned constructive interference occurs.

Figure 2(c) shows another variant of such a structure, namely a conical surface with an angle $\alpha$. Given a collimated electron beam, the cylindrical symmetry assures velocity-matched CTR emission over the entire two-dimensional profile of an extended electron beam. Collection of the resulting conical emission pattern (green) with a ring-shaped detector is a very efficient way of obtaining pulse duration information without losses (see below).

We continue to formulate an analytical set of equations to support our tilted-surface ideas. It was shown [50, 51] that for a bunch of $N$ electrons the energy of transition radiation that is emitted per unit solid angle and per unit frequency interval is given by

$$W_{f,\omega}(k_x, k_y, k_z) = W_{f,\omega}^{(1)}(k_x, k_y, k_z) \times [N + N(N - 1) \hat{f}(k_x, k_y, k_z)^2],$$

where $W_{f,\omega}^{(1)}(k_x, k_y, k_z)$ is the emission spectrum of a single particle (see appendix A) and where $\hat{f}(k_x, k_y, k_z)$ is the normalized-to-unity Fourier-transform of the charge density in the bunch. The wavenumbers $k_x, k_y$, and $k_z$ (see the coordinates in figures 2(a) and (b)) define the angle of observation and the frequency of emission. In equation (2), the first term in the brackets constitutes the incoherent part of radiation while the second term is the CTR. For a sufficiently large number of electrons in a single bunch, the incoherent part can be neglected and equation (2) becomes [59]

$$W_{f,\omega} \approx W_{f,\omega}^{(1)} N^2 \hat{f}^2.$$  

(3)

This equation has some useful analogy with dipole antenna arrays, where $W_{f,\omega}^{(1)}$ corresponds to the emission pattern of a single antenna and where $\hat{f}^2$ is the array factor. In the CTR case, the factor $W_{f,\omega}^{(1)}$ is fully determined by the complex refractive index of the surface material (see appendix A for details) and the velocity $\nu$ of the bunch, while $\hat{f}^2$ depends on the spatial and temporal distribution of charge in the bunch. Both factors affect the directivity and the spectrum of the emitted radiation. The pulse-shape factor $\hat{f}^2$ is always less than unity and can serve as a measure of suppression of high-frequency components in the CTR spectrum in comparison with the single-particle spectrum. To find the full radiated energy per pulse, one can use

$$W = \int_0^\infty d\omega \int W_{f,\omega} d\Omega,$$

(4)

where $d\Omega = \sin \theta \ d\theta d\varphi$ is the solid angle interval and where $\theta$ and $\varphi$ are the polar and the azimuthal (out-of-incidence-plane) angles with respect to coordinates $(x, y, z)$ (see figure 2(a), inset), respectively. We will in the following also use integrated quantities for the frequency spectrum $W_\omega = \int_{-\pi/2}^{\pi/2} W_{f,\omega}\sin \theta \ d\theta$ in the plane of incidence, as well as the polar $W_\theta = \int_0^{2\pi} W_{f,\omega}\sin \theta \ d\varphi$ and the azimuthal $W_\varphi = \int_0^{2\pi} W_{f,\omega}\sin \theta = \text{constant} \ d\omega$ angular distributions.

To analyze the properties of radiation in the case of the tilted interface (figure 2(b)), we have to find the form-factor $\hat{f}^2$ in equation (3) for this case. We assume a uniformly moving non-dispersing bunch (for applicability of this approximation, see Discussion). Charge density depends on $\xi = z' - \nu t$ and is given by

$$\rho(x', y, z', t) = \rho(x', y, \xi).$$

(5)
We find the Fourier transform $\tilde{\rho}$ of the charge density (5) with respect to the coordinates $(x, y, z)$,

$$
\tilde{\rho}(k_x, k_y, k_z) = \frac{1}{(2\pi)^3} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \rho(x', y, z) e^{-ik_x x' - ik_y y - ik_z z} dx' dy dz
$$

and conveniently re-write it via the Fourier transform $\tilde{\rho}'$ in the bunch’s coordinate system $(x', y, z)$:

$$
\tilde{\rho}(k_x, k_y, k_z) = e^{-i\omega t (k_x \sin \alpha + k_y \cos \alpha)} \times \tilde{\rho}'(k_x, k_y, k_z) e^{i\omega t (k_x \cos \alpha - k_y \sin \alpha + k_z \cos \alpha)}
$$

Eliminating $k_z$ from (7) by using the condition $k_x v_x + k_y v_y = \omega$ that holds for radiated fields and defines the emitted frequency $\omega [60]$, we arrive at a formula that connects the Fourier-transforms in the surface’s and in the bunch’s coordinates,

$$
\tilde{\rho}(k_x, k_y, k_z) = e^{-i\omega t} \rho'\left(\Delta k, k_y, \frac{\omega}{v}\right)
$$

Using equation (8), one can readily obtain Fourier distribution $\tilde{\rho}$ required by the surface in the same coordinates $(x, y, z)$ by taking a Fourier transform $\tilde{\rho}'$ of the bunch’s density in coordinates $(x', y, z)$ and substituting proper wavenumbers. In equation (8)

$$
\Delta k = \left(k_x - \frac{\omega}{v} \sin \alpha\right)/\cos \alpha
$$

is the new effective transverse wavenumber and $\omega/v$ is the respective longitudinal wavenumber. The emitted CTR spectrum given by equation (3) is $W_{\text{CTR}} \sim |\tilde{\rho}|^2$, while, at the velocity matching condition, $\Delta k = 0$, $\tilde{\rho} \sim \int \rho(x') \exp(-i\Delta k x') dx' = \int \rho(x') dx'$ according to equation (8). This means that at the correct velocity matching angle the CTR spectrum $W_{\text{CTR}}$ depends only on the overall charge of the bunch, but not any more on its lateral size (along $x'$) or any particular distribution. Using $k_x = \frac{\omega}{v} \sin \theta \cos \varphi$, the condition of velocity matching $\Delta k = 0$ can be rewritten as equation (1) in the plane of incidence ($\varphi = 0$).

For our calculations of specific experimental cases that are reported below, we use Gaussian distributions of charge

$$
\rho(x', y, z) = q/(\pi \lambda^2 l_x l_y) \exp \left[-\frac{x'^2}{l_x^2} - \frac{y^2}{l_y^2} - \frac{z^2}{l_z^2}\right]
$$

In the spectral domain, we obtain from equations (8) and (10) $\tilde{\rho}(k_x, k_y, k_z) = \frac{q}{(2\pi)^2} \tilde{f}$ with

$$
\tilde{f}\left(\Delta k, k_y, \frac{\omega}{v}\right) = e^{-i\omega t} e^{-\frac{1}{4}l_x^2 (\Delta k)^2} e^{-\frac{1}{4}l_y^2 v^2} e^{-\frac{1}{4}l_z^2 \frac{\omega^2}{v^2}}.
$$

Equation (11) is an explicit expression for the CTR suppression factor for an electron pulse with a Gaussian shape. It can be readily used for calculation of the CTR spectrum and energy via equations (2)–(4). Based on equation (11), a CTR spectral cutoff can also be defined (for example as $1/e^2$). From the Gaussian suppression factor given by equation (11), as well as from the discussion of equations (8) and (9) for an arbitrary-distributed pulse, or from figure 2(b) and equation (1), one can see that the condition $\Delta k = 0$ completely eliminates the influence of $l_x$ on $\tilde{f}$, and therefore high-frequency components of $W_{\text{CTR}}$ are not suppressed by the finite transverse size of the beam $l_x$. The spectrum at the velocity-matched angle ($\Delta k = 0$) and in the plane of incidence ($\varphi = 0$) depends only on the electron pulse duration and is maximized at

$$
\lambda_{\text{peak}} = \sqrt{2} \pi \tau.
$$

This equation directly relates the duration of an electron pulse with duration $\tau$ to the peak emission wavelength $\lambda_{\text{peak}}$ which thus represents a measurable quantity that directly characterizes the pulse duration. For a non-Gaussian pulse shape, one can obtain the peak emission wavelength by calculating the Fourier transform $\tilde{f}(\omega)$ of the pulse shape $\rho(\xi)$ and maximizing $|\tilde{f}(\omega)|^2/\lambda^2$.

The direct relation between $\lambda_{\text{peak}}$ and $\tau$ of equation (12) holds, however, only for detection at velocity-matched angles. That means that for a small detector placed at such angle the high-frequency photon count per unit solid angle (and thus per pixel) will stay the same for any $l_x$ and $l_y$, i.e. larger beams at the same local electron density will not emit more radiation. In order to estimate to what extent equation (12) is applicable to a spectrum integrated over the angles, we analyze the suppression factors in equation (11). The $1/e^2$ half-angle divergences of the CTR in the polar and azimuthal directions are evaluated from equation (11) and are, respectively, $\Delta \theta = \lambda/(\pi l_x \cos \theta / \cos \alpha)$ and $\Delta \varphi = \lambda/(\pi l_y)$. To avoid suppression of high frequencies in the integrated spectrum due to finite $l_x$ and $l_y$, either the respective acceptance half-angles $\Delta \theta_{\text{acc}}$ and $\Delta \varphi_{\text{acc}}$ or the beam sizes must be small enough to satisfy the conditions $\Delta k l_x < 1$ and $k_y l_y < 1$, or, alternatively, $\Delta \theta_{\text{acc}} < \Delta \theta/2$ and $\Delta \varphi_{\text{acc}} < \Delta \varphi/2$. For example, assuming a 100 μm big detector located 10 cm away from the emission point, the above condition is satisfied for wavelengths down to $\lambda_{\text{peak}} = 133$ nm (peak wavelength for 0.1 fs pulses
Given by equation (11) or its counterpart for a non-Gaussian beam.

It is interesting that for large angles of emission $\theta$ the above conditions for $l_x$ are satisfied easier than for $l_y$. As a result, for a small angular width of emission (see the Results section), sizes of $l_x$ as large as a few $\lambda$ can be acceptable for obtaining a not-suppressed spectrum even at $\Delta \theta_{acc} \sim 1$.

Is it possible to fully eliminate the spectral narrowing originating from finite $l_y$ by invoking the cylindrical geometry of figure 2(c), i.e. letting the electron beam hit a cone-shaped interface with half-apex angle $\pi/2 - \alpha$. For this geometry and a Gaussian beam,

$$f\left(\kappa, \omega\right) = e^{-i\omega t - \frac{1}{2} (\Delta k)^2} e^{-\frac{1}{4} \frac{\omega^2}{\nu^2}}$$

(13)

with $l_x$ the transverse size of the bunch, $\nu = \frac{n}{2} \sin \theta$ the transverse wavenumber, and $\Delta k = \left(\frac{\Delta k}{\nu} \sin \alpha\right) / \cos \alpha$. Equations (3) and (4) with $f$ given by equation (13) can be used to calculate the CTR emission. The total radiation yield as well as the yield in the important high-frequency region in the case of conical emission (figure 2(c)) will be larger than in the flat geometry of figure 2(b), because in the conical geometry any part of the beam in both lateral dimensions encounters a properly tilted surface for efficient high-frequency emission. On the other hand, collection of radially emitted transition radiation might be somewhat challenging in the experiment, but this geometry should be advantageous if the overall flux of electrons is rather limited, as probably expected for non-relativistic attosecond electron beams due to space-charge reasons [57].

3. Results

Figure 3 shows the radiation patterns and spectra for three different electron bunch durations $\tau = l_y / v$ of 3, 1 and 0.1 fs as examples of ultrashort pulses that are realistic in experiments [21–24, 32–34]. We assume an electron velocity $v/c = \beta = 1/3$ that corresponds to electron energy $E \approx 31$ keV, a very convenient value for atomic-resolution diffraction. The calculation via equations (3) and (11) was performed for an interface between vacuum and a nearly ideal metal mirror ($\epsilon' = 0$, $\epsilon'' = -1000$) and for a beam with sizes $l_x = l_y = 3 \mu m$.

Figure 3(a) shows the emitted radiation pattern (normalized to $N^2$) for $p$-polarized radiation at the wavelength $\lambda = 1 \mu m$ in the plane of incidence (at $\varphi = 0$). S-polarization is absent at $\varphi = 0$. The efficiency of emission depends on the longitudinal size of the bunch $l_y$ via the Gaussian factor in equation (11). For $l_y \omega / v \ll 1$ (the lobe for $\tau = 0.1$ fs), the efficiency approaches the single-particle efficiency (dashed curve). The angular width of the lobe is determined by a Gaussian factor with $l_y \Delta k$ in equation (11). Figures 3(b) and (c) show the (normalized to unity) spectra of emission at an angle close to velocity-matching ($\theta = 68^\circ$) in the case of non-tilted ($\alpha = 0$) and tilted ($\alpha = 18^\circ$) interface, respectively. In these figures we use $W_{0,\lambda} = 2\pi c W_{\phi=\theta=0}/\lambda^2$ and
the corresponding \( W^\lambda_{jl\omega} \text{ and } W^\lambda_{ji\omega} = 2\pi c W^\lambda_{jl\omega}/\lambda \). In the non-tilted case (figure 3(b)), the spectrum is confined to long wavelengths. Indeed, in this case \( l/k = \lambda/\lambda^2 \) under the exponential in equation (11) can be neglected since it is much smaller than \( l/k \). The spectrum is thus determined only by the transverse size of the bunch via \( \exp[-(l/k)^2] \) and has a cut-off at the wavelengths for which \( l/k \approx 1 (\lambda/\lambda^2) \). In the tilted-interface case (figure 3(c)), we have \( l/k \approx 0 \) in equation (11) and thus the short-wavelength cutoff of the spectrum is directly determined by the electron pulse duration via \( \lambda^2 = 2\pi///3 \) or \( \omega = 1/\tau \) and not by any beam shape influences. For short, pancake-shaped, electron pulses (\( l/k \ll l_i \)), the shortest emitted wavelength in the case of velocity matching is much smaller [\( \approx (l_i/l)^2 \)] than in the case of improperly tilted surfaces. The very similar emission spectra of figure 3(b) show clearly that an experimental differentiation between 3, 1 and 0.1 fs pulses is almost impossible in a non-optimized setup (figure 2(a)), while it becomes obvious (see the spectra of figure 3(c)) with the properly tilted geometry (figures 2(b) and (c)). Gray shaded region in figure 3(c) shows the characteristic interval of emission \( \Delta \lambda_{char} (1/e^2 \text{ level}) \) calculated via equation (11).

Figures 3(d) and (e) show the spectrally resolved out-of-plane distributions of emission \( W^\lambda_{jl\omega} \text{ for } \tau = 1 \text{ fs (figure 3(d)) and } \tau = 0.1 \text{ fs (figure 3(e))} \) in case of a tilted surface (not with the conical scheme). We only consider here p-polarization, because the s-polarization maximum appears only at angles close to \( \varphi \approx 90^\circ \) and it is also \( \approx 30 \) times smaller. It can be seen from comparison of figure 3(d) (1 fs pulses) and figure 3(e) (0.1 fs pulses) that the spectral components that unambiguously characterize the attosecond pulses are expected to occur in a rather narrow out-of-plane-angles \( \varphi \), as predicted above. Note that this narrowing of the characteristic emission direction can be entirely avoided by using the cone-shaped geometry (see figure 2(c)), because in this case the emission is obviously independent on the azimuthal angle \( \varphi \); equation (13) is identical to equation (11) at \( \varphi = 0 \).

In summary, from the above calculations it is clear that attosecond electron pulses should emit visible and ultraviolet radiation if a properly tilted geometry is chosen, and that no substantial emission could be expected otherwise.

Figure 3(c) shows that the most characteristic wavelength region of CTR emission for 100 as pulses is 60–600 nm. In this region, it is not easy to make a perfect mirror, and it is therefore appropriate to numerically investigate what realistic materials will maximize the emitted high-frequency CTR that is characteristic of few-femtosecond electron pulses. Crystalline silicon (Si) is available with atomically flat surfaces and has real and imaginary parts of the dielectric constant of Si(111) reaching values of \( \sim 40 \) in the relevant region [61, 62]. Alternatively we also consider silver (Ag), which is known from optical applications to be a decent mirror at visible wavelengths. Dielectric properties were taken from [63]. Aluminum might also be a good candidate for ultraviolet emission, but it is not studied here due to possible difficulties with its oxide layer.

We first consider Si and the emission of incoherent transition radiation. Figure 4(a) shows the angular-spectral distribution \( W^\lambda_{\alpha\omega} \equiv W^\lambda_{\alpha\omega,a} = 0 \) for \( \alpha = \alpha^0 \) (non-tilted incidence). There is substantial emission in the wavelength range 100–500 nm, with a peak emission angle near \( \theta \approx 63^\circ \). This is the best angle for detector placement. Via equation (1), the velocity-matching angle at \( \theta = \alpha^0 \approx 17^\circ \). Figure 4(b) shows the coherent emission spectrum \( W^\lambda_{\alpha\omega} \equiv W^\lambda_{\alpha\omega,a} = 0 / N^2 \) calculated by equation (3) for this best-tilted geometry. The bunch parameters are \( l_i = 3 \mu \text{ m and } \tau = 100 \text{ as. One can see substantial coherent emission in the range of 200–500 nm. The peak wavelength of emission, } \approx 300 \text{ nm, is substantially greater than predicted by equation (12) for an ideal mirror (}\approx 133 \text{ nm) because of the decrease in the Si dielectric constant at } \lambda < 200 \text{ nm. Thus, to directly characterize pulses shorter than 0.2 fs with silicon, one needs to account for silicon’s dielectric function. The } 1/e^2 \text{ angular width of emission in figure 4(b) is } \Delta \theta \approx 4^\circ .

In figures 4(c) and (d) we plot the same incoherent and coherent spectra as in figures 4(a) and (b), respectively, but for the case of a vacuum–Ag interface. Guided again by the maximum of incoherent emission around \( \theta \approx 63^\circ \), we find again \( \alpha \approx 17^\circ \) for the tilt angle. In the case of the Ag interface a strong coherent emission in the range of 500–1000 nm is observed. The \( 1/e^2 \) angular width of emission in figure 4(d) is \( \Delta \theta \approx 6.5^\circ \).

The main advantage of silicon with respect to silver is evidently a higher emission in the ultraviolet range, where Ag has rather small absolute values of dielectric constant. CTR spectrum of the Ag interface is much less sensitive to the pulse duration for 0.1 fs bunches. However, we find that for bunches of \( \approx 1 \text{ fs and above, a metallic interface such as Ag is beneficial due to higher dielectric constant in the visible and near-infrared range. The estimation for peak emission wavelength of equation (12) also works well for } \tau > 1 \text{ fs and a metallic interface. In summary, available realistic materials are very well appropriate to characterize few-femtosecond or attosecond electron pulses via CTR measurements at tilted geometries.}

The above considerations were made for \( E \approx 31 \text{ keV, a very convenient energy for atomic-scale diffraction and also suitable for ponderomotive electron compression in standing waves [30, 31]. However, higher energies might be preferable in transmission electron microscopy or in pump-probe diffraction, because thicker samples can be explored. In figure 5 we plot the optimal tilt angles } \alpha_{opt} \text{ that maximizes the emitted energy, the}
corresponding optimum angle $\theta_{\text{max}}$ for the detector and the resultant overall energy of emission (normalized to $N^2$) in dependency on the electron energy $E$ in a range from 10 keV to 1 MeV. The pulse duration is $\tau = 0.1$ fs for all cases.

For comparison, we first report the results for an infinitely small beam diameter (dashed curves) and second, for a bunch of realistic finite transverse dimensions ($l_x = l_y = 3 \, \mu$m, solid curves). The optimal tilt angle increases with $E$ in all cases, as expected from equation (1), and for sub-relativistic energies is only slightly different from given by equation (1) with $\theta_{\text{max}}$ chosen from single-particle emission spectrum as done in above for figure 4. According to further calculations (not shown), the angles $\alpha_{\text{opt}}$ and $\theta_{\text{max}}$ are independent on $\tau$ for perfect conductors and only weakly dependent on $\alpha$ for Si if $\tau$ is short enough to produce a spectrum covering all the high-epsilon range of Si (see figure 4). The angles $\alpha_{\text{opt}}$ and $\theta_{\text{max}}$ are also only weakly dependent on $l_{x,y}$ as

Figure 4. Attosecond electron pulses can be expected to emit visible and ultraviolet CTR when incident on realistic surface materials. (a) Single-particle spectrum $W_{1,\omega}^0$ for silicon surface at $\alpha = 0^\circ$. (b) CTR spectrum $W_{\text{CTR}}$ for silicon surface at $\alpha = 17^\circ$, $l_x = l_y = 3 \, \mu$m, $\tau = 0.1$ fs. (c) The same as in (a), but for silver interface. (d) The same as in (b), but for silver interface. The red curves in the right-side and the top-side plots in (a)–(d) show the integrated quantities $W_{\text{in}}$ and $W_{\text{out}}$, respectively. The black curves in these plots show the perfect-conductor case for comparison. The black line at $\sim 4 \times 10^{-23}$ J/Hz for the frequency-independent perfect-conductor spectrum $W_{1,\omega}^0$ is not shown in the right-side plots of (a) and (c) for better readability.

Figure 5. Energy-dependence of the optimal tilt angle and direction of maximum emission for attosecond pulses ($\tau = 0.1$ fs).
(a) Optimal tilt angle $\alpha_{\text{opt}}$ (black) and the corresponding peak emission (detector) angle $\theta_{\text{max}}$ (red) for a perfect-conductor interface. Dashed curves, infinitely small transverse size of the beam; solid curves, $l_x = l_y = 3 \, \mu$m. (b) Optimized energy of CTR (normalized by $N^2$) for a perfect-conductor interface for an infinitely small beam (dashed) and $l_x = l_y = 3 \, \mu$m (solid). (c) Same results as in (a) but for a vacuum-silicon interface. (d) Same results as in (b) but for a vacuum-silicon interface.
long as the pulse maintains a ‘pancake’-shape. For relativistic electron energies the transition radiation has a
double-lobe pattern [59] centered around $\theta \approx \alpha$. This feature results in a discontinuity in figures 5(a) and (c) at
the edge of the shown range, $E \approx 1$ MeV, for the infinitely small beam size (dashed curves). For a realistically
small but finite beam sizes this discontinuity is not present (solid curves). The range of $E > 1$ MeV is not shown in
figure 5 because for such relativistic bunches the energy of transition radiation is weakly dependent on surface
tilting excluding grazing incidences. For further discussion of relativistic bunches, see appendix B.

4. Discussion

The above discussed relations now allow us to estimate the practical yield of characteristic CTR that will be
emitted in an experiment with few-femtosecond or attosecond electron pulses. We consider four different kinds
of attosecond electron pulses or pulse trains that have already been generated or seem realistic in the near future
(compare to figure 1). In table 1 we summarize the expected photon yield, wavelengths of emission and other
properties of the CTR emission for these four experimental cases. The data in column 1 were calculated for the
ponderomotive compression scheme proposed in [30] (compare to figure 1(a)). Electrons move with $1/3$ the
speed of light and experience periodic acceleration and deceleration via the ponderomotive force in a standing
wave of laser light. It was simulated that, based on incoming electron pulses from compact surface emitters
[53, 54], about 10 electrons per attosecond pulse can be obtained without too much temporal distortions from
space charge [57]. We assume a laser repetition rate of 50 kHz [64, 65]. In order to account for potential
experimental difficulties that might not have been considered in [57], we consider here 100-as pulses instead of
the predicted 9 as (1/e) pulses.

The second example is attosecond pulse trains recently obtained and measured in [34], i.e. a train of 820 as
pulses at a repetition rate of 50 kHz. The electron gun of [34] worked in the single-electron regime for which
CTR emission is impossible, but based on the availability of better sources [53, 54] and considering the space-
charge estimations of [57] we assume here that a number of $N = 3$ electrons per as-pulse should be realistic.

Our third case is isolated few-femtosecond electron pulses from THz compression [24]. In column 3 of
table 1 we assume isolated 3 fs electron pulses (no microbunches) [24] with 70 keV central energy and $N = 100$
electrons per pulse in a 50 $\mu$m radius beam with 50 kHz repetition rate [24].

Column 4 of table 1 reports the fourth example, relativistic attosecond electron pulses as obtained in [25],
where 1 pC, 800 fs bunches of 60 $\mu$m radius with 60 MeV central energy are modulated via the inverse free-
electron laser process into 410 as microbunches [25]. CTR was already observed from a flat emitter surface at an
angle of $\alpha = 45^\circ$ and at two selected wavelengths [25]. Here we also report photon flux and spectrum that can be
expected from the conical geometry.

For each case listed in table 1, the CTR parameters were calculated for the tilted planar surface (see
figure 2(b), ‘Tilted’ in table 1) and the conical interface (see figure 2(c), ‘Cone’ in table 1). The CTR energy
emitted by a single electron pulse was calculated by equations (2) and (4). In equation (4), we limited the
integration to the characteristic wavelength range $\Delta \lambda_{\text{char}}$ defined above, i.e. the spectral emission range in which
the pulse duration is most directly encoded. In the last row of table 1, we give the number of photons of CTR per
second in the characteristic wavelength range. To calculate this value, we multiplied the photons emitted per
attosecond pulse by $N_{\text{train}}$ and by the repetition rate of the macrobunches. In reality, there will be optical
interference between the emissions of individual pulses of the train. This interference will lead to spectral fringes
with a periodicity that corresponds to the separation between the pulses in time. If this separation is much larger
than the pulse duration [31, 33, 34], the fringes will not substantially change the spectral envelope of emission or
the number of photons as compared to isolated pulses.

The divergences presented in table 1 were calculated using the full angular distributions integrated over $\Delta \lambda_{\text{char}}$. These values are somewhat higher than may be expected from the estimation of $\lambda_{\text{peak}}$ by equation (12)
due to the material-dependent and the size-dependent red-shifts of emission that were discussed above. One can
take the range of emitted wavelengths from table 1 and use the formulas in the discussion of equation (12) for
estimations of divergences.

Table 1 shows that the CTR emitted by attosecond electron pulses of various and different origin can
realistically be observed and used for pulse characterization. We note that visible and ultraviolet radiation can be
detected with extremely high quantum efficiencies (up to 90%) with photodiodes, photomultipliers or charge-
coupled-device cameras. The tens of photons per second expected from the simple tilted-surface geometry may be
sufficient for distinguishing different pulse durations via their different spectra with reasonable integration
times (few seconds). If such a photon flux is not enough, one can invoke the conical geometry, which provides
hundreds-of-times higher CTR yield.

It is worth to note that sub-relativistic few-femtosecond and attosecond pulses can in reality exist only within
short distances due to free-space and space-charge dispersion, i.e. ongoing shape changes of the pulses during
Table 1. Expected characteristic CTR photon yield for our tilted emission geometries and for various experimental possibilities for attosecond electron pulse generation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors, reference for electron beam parameters</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Electron beam parameters</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electron energy</td>
<td>31 keV</td>
<td>70 keV</td>
<td>70 keV</td>
<td>60 MeV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>$1/3$</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.99964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repetition rate</td>
<td>50 kHz</td>
<td>50 kHz</td>
<td>50 kHz</td>
<td>10 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam size $l_c$ or $l_e$ (1/e)</td>
<td>6 $\mu$m</td>
<td>50 $\mu$m</td>
<td>50 $\mu$m</td>
<td>60 $\mu$m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macrobunch duration (FWHM)</td>
<td>300 fs</td>
<td>1000 fs</td>
<td>5 fs</td>
<td>800 fs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electron pulse duration $\tau$ (1/e)</td>
<td>100 as</td>
<td>480 as</td>
<td>3000 as</td>
<td>246 as</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of electrons in a macrobunch $N_{\text{total}} = N_{\text{train}} \times N$</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>$6.3 \times 10^6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of pulses in a macrobunch $N_{\text{train}}$</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of electrons per attosecond pulse $N$</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>21000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Transition radiation parameters**            |   |   |   |   |
| Material                                      | Si | Ag | Ag | Si |
| Optimal tilt angle $\alpha_{\text{opt}}$      | 19° | 28° | 28° | 45° |
| Detector angle $\theta_{\text{max}}$          | 77° | 81° | 81° | 45° |
| $\lambda_{\text{peak}}$ for pulse duration $\tau$ | 133 nm | 640 nm | 4000 nm | 328 nm |
| $\Delta \lambda_{\text{char}}$ for pulse duration $\tau$ | 63–580 nm | 300–2800 nm | 1900–17400 nm | 155–1430 nm |
| Emission wavelengths (FWHM, nm)               | 160–400 | 130–370 | 550–3000 | 450–2100 |
| Polar divergence $\Delta \theta$ (1/e$^2$ radius) | 4.2° | 3.7° | 3.4° | 2.9° | 17° | 13° | 0.25° | 0.25° |
| Azimuthal divergence $\Delta \phi$ (1/e$^2$ radius) | 1.1° | 360° | 0.6° | 360° | 3° | 360° | 0.25° | 360° |
| CTR energy per electron in $\Delta \lambda_{\text{char}}$, $W/N^2$ (10$^{-26}$ J) | 3.5 | 940 | 2.2 | 960 | 9 | 850 | 730 | 73000 |
| Photons s$^{-1}$ in $\Delta \lambda_{\text{char}}$ | 6 | 1300 | 17 | 6200 | 19 | 1400 | $4 \times 10^7$ | $4 \times 10^9$ |
propagation. These distances are, however, are in all considered cases substantially larger than traveled by a pulse in the course of interaction with the transition radiation emitter. Potential correlations between angles, velocities or positions within the beam will likely also be irrelevant in most cases. Correlations in space can probably not be resolved in the far field; variations of angles and velocity in space and time are typically small enough to be neglected.

Another possibility to achieve velocity-matching for sub-relativistic pulses is to use tilted electron pulses. Tilted optical pulses are common in nonlinear optics and useful, for example, for electron pulse compression [24], THz generation [66], traveling-wave excitation of charge carriers at surfaces [67] or laser-driven electron acceleration [12, 32]. To some extent, the concept reported here is complementary, in applying tilted geometries for light emission by electrons. Sometimes the electron pulses might be tilted themselves, for example if originating from ponderomotive compression in off-axis beams [68], but our concept remains applicable. For an electron bunch with a tilt angle $\psi$ with respect to its propagation direction, equation (9) changes to

$$\Delta k = \left[ k_x - \frac{\omega}{v} (\sin \alpha + \tan \psi \cos \alpha) \right]/\cos \alpha$$

and the velocity matching occurs at $\beta \sin \theta = \sin \alpha + \tan \psi \cos \alpha$. One can use equations (2)–(4) and (11)–(13) with equation (14) instead of equation (9) to calculate the CTR energy for this case. At sub-relativistic electron energies (<100 keV) and for small tilt angles (<30°), the properties of CTR are similar for tilted surfaces and tilted electron pulses. The case of tilted relativistic electron pulses is discussed, for example, in [69].

5. Conclusions

Measuring coherent transition radiation emitted from tilted surfaces allows to characterize the durations of few-femtosecond and attosecond electron pulses at sub-relativistic energies, such as useful for recording atomic-scale light–matter interaction by time-resolved diffraction or microscopy techniques. The concept eliminates the influence of transverse bunch sizes on the emitted spectrum by providing constructive interference for all spectral components, especially the high-frequency ones characteristic of ultrashort pulses. Realistic surface materials (silicon, silver) provide enough visible and ultraviolet photons to characterize few-femtosecond and attosecond electron pulses in a wide variety of experiments. Due to the direct relation between emission wavelength and pulse duration in the tilted geometry via equation (12), our concept should also be useful for characterizing even shorter electron pulses in the few-as or zs regimes, should they eventually be generated.

Appendix A. Calculation of single-particle transition radiation spectrum

Transition radiation of a single particle was extensively studied in the 1950s and 1960s; for a review, see [59, 70]. A comprehensive expression for the backward-emitted transition radiation spectrum $W_{\Omega,\omega}^{1p}$ for oblique incidence from vacuum can be found, for example, in [71, 72]. Here, we use more general formulas for electric fields with any polarization [60, 73–76]. We assume an interface between media 1 and 2 with respective dielectric constants $\varepsilon_{1,2}(\omega)$. Formulas (2.6) and (2.7) of [76] give explicit expressions for the energy of p- and s-polarized transition radiation emitted to a unit solid angle in a unit frequency interval for a single particle crossing the flat interface between two semi-infinite media with arbitrary dielectric constants $\varepsilon_{1,2}(\omega)$:

$$W_{\Omega,\omega,1,2}^{1p} = \pm \frac{4\pi^2\omega^2\varepsilon_{1,2}^2 \cos \theta_{1,2}}{v_z^2 c^2 \lambda_{1,2}} \left( \kappa E_{1,2c} + v_z \cos \varphi E_{1,2x} \right)^2,$$

$$W_{\Omega,\omega,1,2}^{1s} = \pm \frac{4\pi^2\omega^2\varepsilon_{1,2}^2 \cos \theta_{1,2} v_z^2 \sin^2 \varphi}{v_z^2} E_{1,2x}^2.$$

(A.1)

Here $v_z = v \cos \alpha$, $v_z = v \sin \alpha$, $\kappa = \sqrt{k_x^2 + k_z^2}$ is the transverse, and $\lambda_{1,2} = a_{1,2} \omega^2/c^2 - \kappa^2$—the longitudinal wavenumbers [60, 76]. Subscripts 1 and 2 of $W_{\Omega,\omega,1,2}^{1p,s}$ correspond to emission to respective medium (electrons travel from medium 1 to medium 2). The expressions for the components of the radiated electric fields are given in [73] (with a typo corrected in [76]) and run
The condition that completely eliminates the transverse size for \( W = g \) is

\[
E_{\perp,2,1} = \frac{e^i}{2\pi^2} \frac{1}{\lambda_{\perp,2}^2 \lambda_{\perp,1}^2 - \lambda_{\perp,1}^2 \lambda_{\perp,2}^2} \left[ \frac{\lambda_{\perp,2} - \lambda_{\perp,1}}{k^2 - \frac{\omega^2}{c^2} \lambda_{\perp,2}^2} + \frac{-1 + \lambda_{\perp,2}}{k^2} - \frac{\omega^2}{c^2} \lambda_{\perp,1}^2 \right] \lambda_{\perp,2}^2 + k_x v_e (k_x - \lambda_{\perp,2} - \lambda_{\perp,1}) \frac{\omega}{\omega}
\]

\[
E_{\perp,2,1} = \frac{e^i \lambda_{\perp,2} - k_x}{2\pi^2} \frac{\lambda_{\perp,2}^2 - k_x^2}{k - \frac{\omega}{c^2} \lambda_{\perp,2}^2 - \frac{1}{k^2} - \frac{\omega^2}{c^2} \lambda_{\perp,1}^2} \right) \lambda_{\perp,2}^2 + k_x v_e (k_x - \lambda_{\perp,2} - \lambda_{\perp,1}) \frac{\omega}{\omega}
\]

where \( e \) is the charge of the single particle and \( i \) is the imaginary unit. To calculate the field in medium 1, one should use

\[
k_x = \frac{\omega}{c} \sqrt{\varepsilon_1} \cos \varphi \sin \theta, \quad k_y = \frac{\omega}{c} \sqrt{\varepsilon_2} \sin \varphi \sin \theta, \quad k_1 = \frac{-\omega}{c} \sqrt{\varepsilon_2} - \varepsilon_1 \sin^2 \theta_1, \quad k_2 = k_1^2 + k_y^2, \quad \text{and} \quad k_x v_e + k_y v_e = \omega [60].
\]

**Appendix B. Tilted surfaces for relativistic electron pulses**

In the case of relativistic (\( \beta \approx 1 \)) particles, the CTR emission is largely determined by the single-particle spectrum \( W_{\perp,\omega}^p \) that has a double-lobe pattern maximized at \( \theta_{\text{rel}} \approx \alpha \pm \gamma^{-1} \), where \( \gamma \) is the gamma-factor and \( [48, 59] \). The condition \( l_1 \Delta k \ll l_1 \omega / v \) can be rewritten at the angle \( \theta_{\text{rel}} \), for \( \alpha = 0 \), and \( \gamma \gg 1 \) as

\[
l_1 \Delta k \ll l_1 \omega / v \gamma. \quad (B.1)
\]

Thus, for highly relativistic electrons with \( \gamma \gg 1 \) the requirements on the transverse pulse distribution are largely alleviated at normal incidence and, even more, at grazing incidence. The physical reason behind that is that highly relativistic electrons move at \( v \approx c \), thus at any incidence angle they are velocity matched to an electromagnetic wave propagating in the direction of specular reflection \( \theta_{\text{rel}} \approx \alpha \) (in accord with equation (1) with \( \beta \approx 1 \)). Since \( W_{\perp,\omega}^p \) is maximized at \( \theta_{\text{rel}} \approx \alpha \pm \gamma^{-1} \approx \theta_{\text{rel}} \pm \gamma^{-1} \), the beam size influence on emission decreases with increase in \( \gamma \) as \( \theta_{\text{rel}} \) approaches \( \theta_{\text{rel}} \). The condition that completely eliminates the transverse size influence, \( \Delta k = 0 \), can be satisfied mathematically at grazing incidence angles, but does not lead to maximization of the emitted energy because it only maximized the bunch size factor \( \left[ \frac{\gamma^2}{\alpha^2} \right] \). Nevertheless, tilting the surface somewhat increases the overall CTR yield also for relativistic bunches. The usefulness of such non-perfect velocity matching can be illustrated by comparison of the CTR spectral density \( W_{\perp,\omega}^\Lambda \) for a 45° incidence (commonly used due to its convenience) with the respective value for an optimally tilted surface \( W_{\perp,\omega}^\Lambda \). For example, for \( l_1 = 60 \mu m, \tau = 0.1 \) fs pulses incident on a Si surface, \( W_{\perp,\omega}^\Lambda \approx 2 \cdot W_{\perp,\omega}^\Lambda \) at 100 MeV, \( W_{\perp,\omega}^\Lambda \approx 11 \cdot W_{\perp,\omega}^\Lambda \) at 26 MeV, and \( W_{\perp,\omega}^\Lambda \approx 9 \cdot W_{\perp,\omega}^\Lambda \) at 1 MeV. Thus, tilting the surface can be beneficial for electron energies up to several MeV, but becomes less beneficial near 100 MeV and above.
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